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ALL INCLUSIVE CAMPUS MAP

-Betsy Wagner, Managing Editor

Listen, I’m sorry you guys. I know you’ve seen plenty of maps from us and to be completely honest this one 
isn’t even a funny map! Darn. I do believe I may have gotten almost every building (minus a few Sorority 

houses, sorry not sorry). Also T is mislabeled as Barney Davis when it should be Fellows, now that I’m actually 
sorry for.
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Staff “How crazy are they?” Box

I LOVE a 
good sur-

prise!!

THE FINAL FRESHMEN DISORIENTATION
Christine Trueh takes feet pics on film. Sydney Turner eats beets. Ynze 
Tutein Nolthenius licks ticks. Chibuike Uche runs guns. Brooke Ulicny 
jumps over humps. Lindsey Urban flies flys. Elijah Van Farowe attacks 
Jacks. Rebecca Van Marter walks hawks. Isa van Scheppingen shoots 
brutes. Rachael Vandegrift loves doves. Alexandra VanLaven hates 
plates. Grace Vap is smitten with kittens. Constence Vasquez schools 
fools. Isaias Vasquez buys highs. Vincent Vasquez scrapes grapes. Jack 
Vegter grows toes. Navid Verlin poops. Oops! Juliet Viera shines signs. 
Lam Vu sees bees. Lillian Walz seize B’s! Zhuming Wang files smiles. 
George Wang leans green beans. Lindsay Warwick wrangles the angles. 
Benjamin Wedepohl has no siblings and certainly none at Denison. Miles 
Weiskopf rocks out with blocks out (Legos). Charles Whalen screams 
and gleams. George Wharton calls malls. Ann Whitley snorts and retorts. 
Melody Wienandt wills gills. Matthew Wiley coyote. Vivienne Willett 
or will it not? Jackson Williams composed music for Spaceballs. Jack 
Wolf holy fuck that’s a cool fucking name. Courtney Wolfington fancy 
werewolf ass name. Ava Wood could chuck if a woodchuck could chuck. 
Isabel Woodard is smackin’ and packin’. Indy Workman writes fights. 
Wenxi Xia sells rhymes like dimes. Gabrielle Yakes looks at books. Yejin 
Yang leaves on eves. Logan Yater Tow Yater! Theo Yemm slay queen. 
Marcus Ying beware the guy who is standing behind you right now. Aida 
Yoder Yodel-ay-hee-hoo I’m so sad. Yohan Yoon waters daughters. Carly 
Young pans fans. Gunnar Young rates grates. Kathryn Yunk has Chaz. 
Jack Yurosek accounts for counts. Doran Yustein stands trial for running 
the mile. Sofia Zafiropulos is fighting over Jesus’ birthday. Kiara Zamot 
never got a toy from Santa. Dylan Zbaraz how tf all y’all awake. XiLin 
Zhang the government wrote the bible. Gen Zhang how the tf flava flav 
still alive. CanYang Zhao knew who was gonna win American Idol. Ming 
Zhu they said I was ugly as Flava Flav. Xiaoyu Zhu never thought Gucci 
was a clone. Daniel Ziabicki is off more molly than Future. Jack Zim-
mermann really loved that “the Denison Difference” Aug-O skit. Jessica 
Zittel has been waiting awhile for their name to appear on freshmen dis-
orientation.

Man, thank God we’re done with those!

-Staff


